
INTRODUCTION

File system metadata includes directory
organization, file size, block spanning information,
resource allocation, etc. This metadata controls the
structure of a file system and hence maintaining
the integrity of metadata is the key of file system
reliability. Depending upon the type of file system,
metadata is located in several different places and
hence file operations that require updating file
system metadata need to update data located in
these different places, e.g. a file append operation
may require three metadata updates: 1) finding an
unused data block, and marking it as allocated, 2)
adding it to the file’s list of clusters; 3) rewriting the
size of the file. Ideally, all these updates should be
done atomically. However, if a crash or failure
happens in between, the file system is left in an
inconsistent state. It is not possible to make sure
absolutely no data is lost after a system crash1.
However, many studies have managed to keep the
structure of various file systems consistent across
crashes and failures. In this paper we will look at
some most notable approaches that ensure disk
file system reliability.

Offline Check
Many traditional disk file systems, such as

FAT² and ext2³ do not care during file operations to
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File system operations include data operations and metadata operations. Data operations act
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keep their structure consistent across crashes.
When a crash occurs, the system does an offline
file system consistency check to identify the
inconsistent structure and possibly rectify it. The
FSCK4 program scans the whole disk and fixes any
inconsistencies it finds. This approach works fine
for small disk volumes, but as file system volumes
are getting larger and larger, the offline time spent
on FSCK becomes intolerable.

Synchronous Write
An in-memory buffer cache is used by

most of the file systems to improve the performance.
In these file systems, when some data needs to be
written, it is first cached in memory, and written back
asynchronously at some later proper time. Because
the order in which the buffers in the cache are written
back is not guaranteed, various reliability issues
could arise when a crash occurs. For example, if a
crash happens when the system is doing a file
append operation, it is possible that an unused
cluster is added to one file’s cluster list, while it is
not marked as allocated. If the system restarts and
resumes work without noticing this, it is likely to
allocate the same cluster again to another file,
causing a joint-cluster inconsistency problem. The
original BSD Fast File System (FFS)5 has used
synchronous write to properly sequence related
metadata updates. For example, it is assured that
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the cluster is marked allocated before it is added to
the file’s cluster list when doing a file’s appending
operation. In this way, even if a crash occurs
between these operations, only one cluster is lost,
no further corruption of the file system will be
induced, thus eliminating the compulsory offline
FSCK on the next boot.

Soft Updates
In Synchronous Write all metadata

updates are done synchronously, as such file
system operations like file creation and deletion are
forced to proceed at disk speed rather than
processor or memory speed. Since disk IO speed
is much slower than memory, synchronous write
reduces system performance and is its main
drawback. Soft updates6 provide a way to eliminate
most synchronous writes in the FFS, while still keeps
the same level of reliability. The soft updates
approach maintains the dependencies of updated
metadata buffers in memory, and writes them back
based on these dependencies. Because not all
groups of metadata updates have dependencies
between each other, some of these groups may be
merged and reorganized, thus eliminating many
unnecessary disk writes. The main drawback of soft
updates is that it is too complex to understand and
implement.

Logging
Another popular method of improving file

system reliability is using file system log. In log-
based file systems, such as ext37, all metadata
updates of a file operation are first written to the
log and grouped as a transaction, and then
committed to blocks where metadata is located.
When a crash occurs, the system first checks the
file system log, redoing the completed but not
committed transactions and discarding the
incomplete ones. After this process, the file system
structure is again consistent. The KFAT8 file system
also applied this method. As metadata in log-based
file system is written twice, this technique also
suffers from performance problem. Instead of
adding a log to the traditional structure of a file
system, a log-structured file system, such as
Journaling Flash File System 2 (JFFS2)9 is itself a
huge log as a whole. All file updates are just
appended to the log, but need not be committed
for a second time. However, systems using such

log-structured file system suffer from excessively
long boot time. To build the index of the file system’s
current state, the whole volume must be scanned
when it is mounted, which is considered intolerable
for big volumes.

DSW
The Delay Sequential Write (DSW)10

method is similar to synchronous write and soft
updates. It also keeps the order in which the
metadata updates of one file operation are applied
to the storage. This means that it has the same
level of reliability as a file system using synchronous
write or soft updates, i.e. the structure of the file
system is kept consistent across crashes, with the
exception of possibly a few leaked blocks. The
leaked blocks can be reclaimed using a background
process. Meanwhile, neither does the DSW method
need to write the updated buffers synchronously,
nor is it as complicated as soft updates. In fact, the
DSW method is both simple and efficient.

Other Approaches
Transaction-safe FAT (TFAT)11 is a more

reliable version of the FAT file system that uses a
separate backup FAT table that is not updated until
the working copy is back into consistent state after
a transaction is done. It also uses FAT chain
rerouting to protect file content in addition to
metadata. It might be worth mentioning here the
Extended File Allocation File System (exFAT)12 is
very promising for portable digital systems, offering
better scalability, allocation performance, and
reliability and access control than the original FAT
file system. The exFAT uses an approach that is
similar to TFAT to improve its reliability. M. Baker et
al. proposed an alternative approach13 to implement
file system reliability in 1992, by using battery
powered non-volatile memory as the buffer cache.
Since buffers in the cache are not lost even after a
crash, the problem is solved from its root. However,
the need of extra hardware restricted this approach’s
application.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we discussed the reliability problem
of the disk file systems and presented some well
established and notable techniques which ensure
reliability of disk file systems across system crashes.
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